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In a previous paper (1988) we studied the numerical stability of the fundamental solution method applied to the 
Dirichlet problem of Laplace’s equation, and presented a practical scheme for examining the stability of the 
method using the singular value decomposition. In the present paper, we give an asymptotic estimate of the 
stability with respect to the number of collocation points. 
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1. Introduction 
When we apply the fundamental solution method (FSM) to the Dirichlet problem for 
Laplace’s equation, we inevitably solve an ill-conditioned linear system to determine the 
coefficients, or charge, to obtain the approximate solution. This situation is studied in detail in 
[8] making use of the singular value decompostion (SVD), which we shall outline below. 
We consider the fundamental solution method to approximate the solution of the Dirichlet 
problem for Laplace’s equation of the form 
Au=0 in&?, (1.1) 
u=g on alc2, (L-2) 
where 
a= {@ER21 IIwJ12<P}, 
in which the norm I] . II 2 represents the ordinary Euclidian norm. The fundamental solution 
method approximates the solution U(X) by 
un(x) = k c,G(x, JJ~), XE 4-2, (1.3) 
k=l 
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where G(x, y) is the Green’s function for (A, a), namely, 
G(x, v)= -:logIlx-yll,, x,_YER*. 
The points yk, called charge points, are chosen to lie on the boundary of the circle L?, = { w E 
Iw* 1 I( w (1 2 < R} where R > p, and the ck’s are constants to be determined. The vector c = 
Cl, c*,..., c,,)’ E Iw” is called the charge and is determined in such a way that u,(x) satisfies the 
boundary condition 
U,(n,)=g(zj), j=l,2 )...) n, (1.4) 
where the Zj’s are n collocation points on the boundary i30. 
With the collocation points Zk = pe2V(k-1)i/n and the charge points yk = Re2T(k-1)i/n, k = 
1, 2,..., n, the following results stating that the approximate solution u, converges to the 
solution u exponentially with respect to n are known. 
Theorem 1.1 (Katsurada [7]). (a) Suppose that the harmonic extension of u exists in 
fi2,= {WI ll~l12~ro} with p<ro; 
then we have, for sufficiently large n, 
II u - u, II 00 =G suP l”Cx) 11-2p/r. j(l+C(R. p))(;)n’3+4($)n’3j> (1.5) 
II~ll2=‘o 
where the norm II u II o. is defined by s~p~~c,~ I u(x) I and C( R, p) is a constant given by 
C(R, p) =max 1, 
log( R” + p”) 
I Ilog(R” - p”> I ’ 
We call n “sufficiently large ” if (p/R)” G :, n log R > 4( p/R)” and ( p/R)*“j3 < n log R. 
(b) The condition number Cond( n, R) of the coefficient matrix of the system of linear equations 
(1.4) which d f e ines the charge c grows exponentially with respect to n, and can be estimated by 
fl/* 
Cond(n, R)-+log Rn . 0.6) 
Note that Theorem 1.1 is only valid for the circular domain and cannot be applied to more 
complicated regions. This is because the estimates (1.5) and (1.6) follow from the fact that the 
coefficient matrix for the particular location of g2, and y, is circulant. The result (b) is also 
obtained in [2]. For the properties of circulant matrices, see, e.g., [3]. Numerical stability of this 
method is studied in [S]. Some numerical examples of FSM for the Dirichlet problem are also 
given in [l]. 
2. Formulation and basic results 
The method of Section 1 reduces to the following two steps. 
(1) We first solve an ill-conditioned linear system to determine the charge c in the form of 
rc=g, (2.1) 
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where the given data g may be contaminated by some perturbation Ag, g E Y = Iw”, c E X = R”, 
r: X+ Y with 
(I’c)j- i c,G(zj, Yk) =S(zj), ijE C(P), 
and C(p) denotes the disc with radius p. We note that the results presented in this section are 
valid for nz # n. We restrict, however, ourselves to the case of m = n in the next section. 
f comes from t f (the notation (2) We use the intermediate solution c to obtain the final resul 
“ final”) from 
f=Ac, (2.2) 
where f E Y and A : X + Y with 
f,=&(X,) = i C,G(X,, Yk)E(nC)j, XjE fi> 
k=l 
A=(hjk), Xjk=G(Xj, yk), j=l, 2,...,n. 
Due to the ill-conditioning of (2.1), some “large” perturbation AC may be introduced into the 
intermediate solution c. One may assume intuitively that the error ]) Af ]) for any norm in the 
final result f, where Af = A AC, is on a level with ]I AC (1 or as large as ]I A ]I I] AC (I. If this is the 
case, we cannot accept f as an approximate solution and the method of regularization [6,12] 
applied to (2.1) may be very effective. But this is not always true. Even if the error ]I AC (I is very 
large, (1 Af I] can be very small. In this case, we do not necessarily have to use the regularization 
method, or in some cases, we may obtain a worse result by using the method. To examine 
whether the method of regularization is required or not for this class of numerical procedures, we 
have the following results. 
We assume given data jj = g + Ag and the intermediate solution C = c + AC. We have I? = g 
as well as (2.1). Let ui >, u2 2 - . . > on 2 0 be the singular values of r and { U, }, i = 1, 2,. . . , m, 
{u,}, j=l,2 )...) n, be corresponding singular vectors of I’. Reflecting the ill-conditioning of r, 
weassumethatu,~Oasn~~.Wecanseethat)~Ac~~,~ooasu,~Ofrom 
AC= 2 ;(Ag, u;)u,. 
i=i 1 
(2.3) 
Next, we suppose that final result f is given by f=f+ Af. We have f= AZ as well as (2.2). 
Let 6, 2 SZ > - - . >, &,, 2 0 be singular values of A and { iii } , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, { 6, } , j = 1, 2,. . . , n, 
be singular vectors of A. As for I] Af I], we have the following result from [8, Theorem 4.11. 
Theorem 2.1. Let { ui, ui; u, } and { i&, 6,; &}, for i = 1, 2,. . . , n, be the orthonormal singular 
systems for r and A, respectively. Then we have 
II Af 11 2 =G 11 E * @ iI F II kc II 2 9 (2.4) 
where 
x= (tij), [_.= 3 
lJ uj ’ 
(2.5a) 
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O=(Bij), Bij=(Oi,uj), i,j=l,2 ,..., n. (2Sb) 
Z * 0 represents the Hadamard product of the matrices E and 0 (i.e., the ij-th element of Z * 0 is 
given by &jBlj), and 11. IIF denotes the Frobenius norm. 
Making use of the singular value decomposition, we can construct the matrices 0 and Z 
numerically. Then we can examine the numerical stability of the procedures which consist of two 
steps denoted in the form of (2.1) and (2.2). 
The elements tij of Z, which we called the explosive factor matrix in [8,9], represent the upper 
bound of the magnification of the u,-component (Ag, ui) of the perturbation Ag to fi;-compo- 
nent (A f, ii,) of A f. To clarify what “magnification of ( Ag, ui) to (A f, Cj)” means, we define it 
precisely. 
Definition 2.2. We call the partial derivative 
Gf9 fi,) 
‘CAg, ‘i> 
the magnification of (Ag, ui) to (Af, i;,). 
An important fact is that the elements of the matrix Z* 0, i.e., tij x Oij, give the exact 
magnification ratio of (Ag, ui) to (Af, Cj) [lo, Theorem 5.31. 
This certainly gives a clear-cut idea of the mechanism of propagation of the error to the final 
solution f. For instance, the largest element ti,, = ~$/a, coincides with the straightforward upper 
bound in the spectral norm I]./ls of the matrix given by ]]Af I12~)lr-11(sl(A(l,(lAg112, since 
I] r-’ ]I s II A II s = a^,/~,. On the other hand, the element. fij of 0 represents the actual ratio of 
propagation of (Ag, ui) to (Af, Cj). The actual magmfication of propagation of (Ag, ui) to 
(A f, 2,) is given by tij x tll, and the upper bound of the total propagation of Ag to Af is given 
by the square root of the sum of squares of tij x Oij, or ]I Z* 0 ]I r (Theorem 2.1). 
Each element of tij and Bij can easily be computed numerically by using the SVD (Singular 
Value Decomposition [4,5]). It is desired, however, to have an asymptotic estimate of ]]Af I( 2 
with respect to n. Since an analytical estimate of ]I Af I] 2 for the arbitrary domain is difficult to 
obtain, we restrict ourselves to the domain of a disk with radius p. 
As the essential result of the paper, we have a simple estimate of 
II Af II 2 4 ob> II A8 II 2. 
This estimate is far better than the straightforward estimates of ](A ]I I( r]] G (R/p)“12. 
This means that the fundamental solution method is quite stable for practical usage in which n 
is relatively small. This result also implies that the ill-conditioning of the equation (2.1) to 
determine the coefficients whose condition number grows exponentially is not reflected to the 
final solution. 
3. Asymptotic stability of FSM 
In the rest of the paper we consider the case with the collocation points R, = pe2”(k-1)i/n and 
the charge points y, = Re2P(k-1)i/n, k = 1, 2,. . . , n. Namely, we restrict ourselves to the case of 
m = n in this 
We list basic 
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section. The fact we use is that the matrix r(Zj, yk) for the disk region is circulant. 
results related to the circulant matrix and the matrices r and A. 
Definition 3.1. A matrix A = (a,j) is circulant if ai+l,j= ai,j_l and ai+l,l = a,,n for i, j= 
2, 3,. . . , n, for given a,,, a12,. . . , a,,. 
Hereafter we define A(0) = G(xj(0), yk) with x,(e) = pe @~(i-r)/n+@i+ We note that by 
varying 8 from 0 to 2rr/n, we can cover the whole boundary of 9. We can prove that the matrix 
A (0) is circulant. 
Lemma 3.2. For arbitrary 8 E [0, 27/n], A(0) is circulant. 
Proof. From the definition, we have 
(A(0))jk=G(xj(B), y,)=log,Ipe’2”“-k’/“+e”-RI 
Hence it is sufficient to show that the matrix E = ( ejk), where 
‘,k = 
e(2n(j-k)/n+e)i 
> 
is circulant (i.e., cj+l,k = ~~,(~_t)~~,, n for j = 1, 2,. . . , n - 1, and k 
exercise. L3 
= 1,2,..., n), which is an easy 
Lemma 3.3. If the domain Q is a disc with radius p, then the matrix r( Zj, yk) is circulant. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 3.2. •I 
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 = (0, j) with tIij = ( ui, Cj), where { ui } and { Cj } are the singular vectors of r 
and A( 8), respectively. We have 
ejj = a,,, 
where Fij is the Kronecker delta. 
Proof. We note that both r and A( 8) for every 8, are circulant matrices as is stated in Lemmas 
3.2 and 3.3. Since for every circulant matrix the eigenvectors are given by the Fourier matrix 
which is orthonormal (see, e.g., [3]), we have 
eij = ( ui, cj) = (ui, uj) = a,,, 
which implies the lemma. 0 
The next lemma is given in [7]. 
Lemma 3.5. Let the eigenvalues of A( 8) be ffj. We have 
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Proof. It is well known that the eigenvalues Xj, j = 1, 2,. . . , n, of a circulant matrix 
circ( a,, a*,. . . , a,) whose jth row is given by (aj, U~+~ ,..., a,, a,, u2 ,..., ai_*) are given by 
xj=e ) ukw(i- l)k 
k=l 
where w is the n th primitive root of unity. The proof follows from this fact and the definition of 
A( 0). A proof in detail is given in [7]. 0 
Theorem 3.6. For the fundamental solution method, &&, 
factor matrix E, 
the diagonal elements of the explosive 
are less than or equal to unity. 
Proof. From the definition of E, we have && = x,(8)/A,. From Lemma 3.5 we have 
Since the numerator satisfies 
q 
it follows that 
ik(e> 
‘k 
From these results, we have the final theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. Let Af be the error introduced in the approximate solution of the fundamental solution 
method. Then 
II Af II 2 G O(n) II Ag II 2. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from Theorem 2.1. Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.6. 0 
This theorem asserts that the effect of ill-conditioning of r, whose condition number grows 
exponentially as is stated in Theorem 1.1(b), is not reflected in the final solution. The method of 
the fundamental solution is stable for relatively small n, which is usually the case with the 
method because the rapid convergence of the method is guaranteed by Theorem 1.1(a). 
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